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Version 12/30/07

ERRATA
Fall 2006 Edition

Quantitative Reasoning: Understanding the Mathematical Patterns in Nature

by Frederick P. Greenleaf

Text errata:

Most are simple typos which arise because the mathematical typesetting program Latex in which the
manuscript was composed is incompatible with SpellCheck software. Important items are marked by (∗)

p.x (8b): Typo: “homne” –> “home”

*p.12 Labels in Figure 1.2 are in error. The reference frame measure 15 × 15 cm, not 10 × 10. Sizes of all other
frames mentioned here should be multiplied ×1.5

*p.14 The boldface caption at the bottom of the page repeats that of p.13. Correct caption for Figure 1.4, p.14, is

1 cm. in picture = 104 cm. = 100 meters. Scale of picture = 1:10,000 = 1:104

*p.15 The boldface caption at the bottom of the page repeats that of p.13. Correct caption for Figure 1.5, p.15, is

1 cm. in picture = 10−4 cm. = 1 micron. Scale of picture = 10,000:1 = 104:1

Also, this picture is labeled “Figure 1.6”; it is actually “Figure 1.5.”

*p.16 This picture is labeled “Figure 1.5”; it is actually “Figure 1.6.”

*p.78 (11t). In the second line of this display the fraction 340
512 should be replaced with 340

500 .

p.110 (4t). “Speed of light” should read c = 2.9979× 105..., not “... 108 ...”

p. 123 (10-11t). Fix typos: “radiactive” -> “radioactive” and “dacay” -> “decay” .

p. 128 (16t, 19t). The half-life of radium recorded here should be 1622 years (not 1623 years).

p.137 Table 2.5. The entry for n = 3 should read “625” not “675.”

p.182 (18b: middle display). CPI(2000) = 9.0766 (not 9.857, which is CPI(2001)), so this display should read

(Year 2000 cost) ≈ CPI(2000) ×0.05 = 9.7066× 0.05 = $0.4853

p.185 (3b: display) + p.186 (1t-4t): In the last display on p.185 two digits have been transposed: CPI(1964) =
1.7430 (and not 1.7304), so this display should read

1
CPI(1964)

· 7100 =
1

1.7430
· (7100) = $4073.44 in 1925

Unfortunately the (incorrect) value $4095.58 in the text was used to complete the rest of the calculation on p.186.
Corrected lines on that page are:

Line (1t) should read: “... $4073.44 in 1925 is ...”

Line (2t: display) should read: “... = 9.0766 · (4073.44) = $39, 539.22

Line (4t) should read: “$39539 in the year 2000.”

p. 198, Exercise 29. This problem refers to an earlier discussion of the “New York State Lottery problem.” It
would be helpful to add a pointer to that discussion: the Lottery problem is introduced at the end of p.170.

p.270 (8b-9b): Revise sentence “In Figure 3.5(a) we see ... . Figure 2.5(b) shows the effect ... ” to read

“On the left we see two familiar objects, a triangle and a circle. On the right we see the effect ...”
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p.273 (2b). Typo: “These details.. ” –> “The details ...”

*p.273. In Figure 3.6 the blobs on the right should have labels “R” and “R′” placed below and to the left of the
respective blobs.

p.275 (3t). Reword: “This follows from ...” –> “This is done using...”

*p.307 (11-10b). The sentence “The earliest estimate ... 355 BC.” should be rewritten to say

The earliest estimate is attributed to Eratosthenes, a contemporary of Archimedes, circa 275-200BC.

p.307 (4b). Reword: “... this star was viewed ...” –> “this star is viewed ... ”

p.312 Add to captions of Figures 3.32 - 3.35 reference to the relevant exercises:

Figure 3.32 (Exercises 9-10)
Figure 3.33 (Exercise 13)
Figure 3.34 (Exercise 14)
Figure 3.35 (Exercise 15)

p.314. Add to captions of Figures 3.37 - 3.38 reference to the relevant exercises:

Figure 3.37: (Exercise 18)

Figure 3.38: (Exercise 19)

*p.328 (5b). Replace: “15.6078◦” –> “45.6078◦”

p.335 (9b). Replace “... the river in New ...” –> “... the Hudson River in New ...”

p.339. Add to captions of Figures 3.54 - 3.55 reference to the relevant exercises:

Figure 3.54: (Exercise 1)

Figure 3.55: (Exercise 2)

p.341. Add to captions of Figures 3.58 - 3.59 reference to the relevant exercises:

Figure 3.58: (Exercise 8)

Figure 3.59: (Exercises 9-10)

p.366 (6b). The entry “First estimates of radius of Earth” should read

• First predictive models of planetary motions

p.367 (7t). The entry “Improved estimates of size of Earth” should read:

• First reliable estimate of size of Earth

*p.373(7t) The phrase “... Greek estimate Dmoon ≈ 7640 miles...” should read “... Greek estimate DEarth ≈ 7640
miles...”

*p.396 (16t). Typo: “Example 3.22” –> “Example 3.23”

*p.408 (20b). Typo: Replace “nthe size of the Earth ...” –> “Once the size of the Earth ...”

*p.409 (9b). Typo: “Hentietta” –> “Henrietta”

p.414. “Table 1” should be labeled “Table 4.1”

p.416. In the four displays on this page the word “successes” is misspelled as “sucesses.” (Math typesetting systems
do not come with spellcheck).

**p.422 (9t). A symbol got dropped from the last line of of the boxed display. It should read

“calculator are n 2ndF 5 k = . Note the “nCr” above the 5 key. ”

p.436 (3b) This line should read: “n = 5 and k = 68 we get:” and not “n = 68 and k = 5 ...”. The rest of the
discussion is correct as it stands.

p.439 (7b). Typo: In the footnote replace “... learn than this ...” –> “... learn that this ...”

*p.464 Exer 88. Typo. The displayed lines should read:
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(a) n 2ndF nPr k =

(b) n 2ndF nCr k =

p.495 (23b). Typo “probabilistc” –> ”probabilistic”

p.506. The parts of Exercise #73 should be labeled (a), (b), (c), (d) and not (a), (b), (b), (c).

p.511. “Table 2” should be labeled “Table 4.2”

*p.530 (4b,5b). Change:

In (5b): “#D ≥ 6” –> “#D ≥ 8”
In (4b): “#D ≥ 6 falls to 0.3937” –> “#D ≥ 8 falls to 0.2538”

*p.539 (3t-6t). Change:

In (3t): “#(sample defects) ≥ 6” –> “#(sample defects) ≥ 8”
In (5t): “Pr(#D ≥ 6)” –> “Pr(#D ≥ 8)”
In (6t): “Pr(#D ≤ 5)” –> “Pr(#D ≤ 7)”

*p.596. The formulas for a cone or pyramid (bottom right of the chart) give the volumes of these solids, not their
surface areas. The two formulas should then read V = 1

3πr2h and V = 1
3` · w · h and not A = ...

*p.602. Answer to #25, Section 1.3, should read: “1.0913 euros per liter.”

*p.604. Answer to #45, Section 2.1, should read “... (0.95)14 = 0.4877 ...”, not “... (0.90)14 = 0.4877 ...”

*p.609. Answer to #9, Section 4.1, should read: 13(4)(3)/(52)(51) = 0.58823

*p.613. Change answer to #61, Section 4.3, to “Pr(#D ≤ 7) = 0.74619”;

p.631 (8b),(4b) Typos: Change “... orbits ore clearly...” –> “... orbits are clearly ...” and “... of on orbit ...” ->
“... of an orbit ...”.

p.648 (2b) Typo: “... we con now ...” –> “... we can now ...”

p.652 (1b). Typo: “... = 106” –> “... = 106:1”

p.662 (10t). Typo: “sma1ler” –> “smaller”

p.662 (4b). Typo: “... thousand times. so that...” –> “...thousand times, so that ...”

p.663 (19b). Typo: “... insects arc much ...” –> “... insects are much ...”
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Quantitative Reasoning

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. Recitations and Quizzes. There are four recitation sections attached to Quantitative Reasoning:
Math Patterns, and you must be registered for one of them:

Number Time Leader Location
V101-2 11:00a-12:15p F A. Krishnan 110 48CS
V101-3 12:30p-1:45p F A. Krishnan 204 145F
V101-4 2:00p-3:15p F F. Soloviev 370 Wav
V101-5 3:30p-4:45p F F. Soloviev 515 Silv

These problem sessions are intended as an additional resource for students in the course. Generally,
attendance is optional but on certain days these sessions will be used to conduct Quizzes, which will
form a significant part of a student’s grade.

Attendance at the problem session is mandatory on days when a quiz has been announced.
A zero grade will be assigned for unexcused absence from an announced Quiz.

Plenty of time will be allowed for these quizzes (six in all) – we’re not interested in how fast you can
work, but how well you understand the material.

2. Alternatives to Quantitative Reasoning: Mathematical Patterns in Nature. If you have a
strong background in math/science, but just missed exemption, you may find this course too easy (see
the statement of course purpose), and might want to consider other options. First, Calculus I may be
substituted for the Quantitative Reasoning requirement. Furthermore, other sections of Quantitative
Reasoning take up topics quite different from those covered in Mathematical Patterns in Nature, and
some work at a higher level of mathematical sophistication. Consult your Instructor for advice about
your options.

3. First Scheduled Class/Recitation. Before the first class or recitation session you should pur-
chase your calculator if you desire (see “Materials for this Course” at the end of these remarks for
recommendations/requirements). Bring it with you to all recitations and lectures.

If you are at all uncertain about the workings of your calculator (do you, for example, know how to
use parentheses and how to find the addressable memory slots?) you should try a few exercises from
Appendix A (see Problem Set 1) before arriving at that session.

4. Office Hours. The instructor’s office hours are Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm.

5. First Week Reading Assignments. During the first week of class you should:

(a) Read the First Day Handout Materials, posted on Blackboard. This packet includes:
Text Errata, which you should print out; First-Week Announcements which explain course
objectives and grading policy, and provide information about course texts and materials
you will need. A rough Syllabus for the term is posted separately on Blackboard. Speak
to your Instructor if you have other questions about the course.

(b) The First Day Handouts include a complete set of Problem Assignments for the term;
hardcopy handwritten solution sets will be distributed from time to time.

For the first week of class you should look over Problem Set 1 immediately; complete
written solutions to all the A-List problems in the Problem Sets will be distributed through-
out the semester in hardcopy form. Problem Set 1 includes an important announcement
about Quiz #1 (on Physical Units) which will be held the third week of class. If you are not
already comfortable working with units, this handout tells you what you should be doing
to prepare for that Quiz, and provides sample problems with solutions. Units will not be
discussed officially in lecture, but will be reviewed in a problem session prior to Quiz #1.
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Quantitative Reasoning
Understanding the Mathematical Patterns of Nature

What is this course about?

This is not a math course in the familiar sense.

Quantitative Reasoning : Understanding the Mathematical Patterns in Nature was created as part of a three-course
sequence devoted to mathematics and topics in natural science, and its purpose is to show why mathematics is
necessarily the language of science. Thus, though this is a mathematics course, topics from science will make their
appearance. The math topics we cover are fairly elementary, but our use of them is not. In order to understand how
scientists think, you have to learn to think for yourself using the tools mathematics provides. This course aims to
show how one can take real world problems, translate them into mathematics, and solve them.

The use of mathematics in science crosses disciplinary boundaries. The sciences themselves cross each others
paths because they are, in the end, all related to each other. Frequently the same ideas will appear in many of the
sciences. Quantitative Reasoning explores the mathematical tools you need to understand why mathematics became
the language of science.

The different chapters of Quantitative Reasoning should be looked upon as case studies, chosen both for their
practicality (growth of money, for example), or their importance in understanding how mathematics is used to model
and understand nature.

In this course we will take up a few basic topics in mathematics and show how they can be used to understand
nature. Reasoning, based on a few simple ideas from mathematics, can carry you a long way in understanding the
natural world. Instead of having you memorize a lot of mathematical facts, this course will show how mathematics
can be applied in the real world.

The emphasis will not be on technical skills - Kafkaesque algebraic manipulations high school teachers are so
fond of. Nor will we stress memorizing facts; you will be allowed to bring extensive note of your own choosing (two
or three 8 × 11 pages) to most in-class exams. Our stance is that mathematics is, at its base, the art of pattern
recognition. That means:

• Taking a fuzzily stated question and seeing its essentials.

• Recognizing that many problems are similar when viewed the right way.

• Recognizing that many problems are really mathematical questions in in disguise, and can be solved using a
few simple mathematical tools.

Much of your work will be based on the class lecture notes that have been developed for use in this course.
Your instructor and TAs are willing to spend a lot of time helping you through any difficulties you may have

with the basic mathematics involved in this course. We understand that many fear mathematics and are convinced
that they cannot do it; we would like to prove them wrong.

Policy Statement Regarding This Course

Homework and Grading. Problem Sets for the term have been mounted on the course blackboard site. Each
Problem Set is divided into two parts, A-list and B-list. A-list problems give a clear idea of what you should be able
to do in order to pass the exams. If you have trouble doing them, you should work on the B-list to further develop
your skills. The Problems Sets for the term, together with complete worked solutions for all the A-List problems,
will be posted on Blackboard throughout the term.

Homework assignments are given so you can know if you have mastered the material discussed in lectures.
Homework will not be collected for grading; instead, you will receive solution sets to the exercises. That way, you
will know whether you did it right as well as how the answer was achieved.

Even though homework will not be collected, it is absolutely essential that you do at least the A-list
assignments in order to pass the exams, which will be based on this material.
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If you have difficulties with any of the A-list problems, you should read the solution sheet carefully. If it’s still not
clear how to do the problem, you should consult with your TA, or your instructor, during office hours. You will also
have time in problem sessions to go over troublesome homework problems, or anything else that is perplexing. You
are also urged to discuss the homework problems with your friends. The main purpose of these assignments is to
reveal any difficulties you may have, and to resolve them. Speak up! We can’t help you if you don’t.

Examinations and Grading
You should bring your calculator to class, exams, and problem sessions. Furthermore, in all exams

You must show your work!

Unless otherwise stated, answers unsupported by convincing hand calculations will receive no credit. In our view the
real point of mathematics is the ability to analyze a problem, cast it into mathematical form, and solve it using the
tools of algebra. The last thing you do is reach for the calculator to get a numerical answer.

In-Class Exams: There will be one in-class Midterm Exam and one Final Exam. You will be allowed to bring
between 1 to 3 pages (8×11) of notes of your own choosing to these exams; otherwise the exams will be closed-book.
Both sides of the page may be used for your notes.

Quizzes. There will also be 6 short 15-20 minute quizzes. These will be announced a week in advance, and will
conducted in the Problem Session you signed up for at the start of the term. Quizzes will be held at the end of the
problem session, so last-minute questions can be aired before the quiz begins.

These quizzes will, collectively, count as a second midterm

having the same weight as the in-class midterm exam. The quizzes will be short, usually 1 - 3 questions, closely
related to recent lectures and A-List problems already reviewed. You will be allowed to bring 1 or 2 pages of notes
to the quizzes, but otherwise they will be closed-book. Make up quizzes will not be permitted, except for the most
compelling reasons. Only the top five quiz scores will be considered.

Grades
To sum up: your grade will be determined by

1. An in-class midterm exam (25% of term grade).

2. A series of short quizzes which collectively will count as the equivalent of a second midterm
exam. We will count only the five best scores. (25% of term grade).

3. A University-scheduled final exam, which will be the equivalent of 2 midterm exams (50% of
term grade).

The point of heavily weighting the final is to allow those who may have had stumbled during the term to recover by
doing well at the end.

Those who keep up with the A-List problems and the course readings will almost certainly do well in this course.

Final Examination
The exam will be partly comprehensive, covering major topics from the whole term; but part of the exam will focus
specifically on material from Chapters 3 and 4 covered toward the end of the term. The exam will include a large
block of short-answer questions (true/false, multiple choice, short calculation) focusing on major concepts discussed.
There will also be a few longer computational problems.

This exam will be closed book, but you may bring with you three 8 × 11 1
2 pages of notes (anything you wish).

You should bring your calculator.
The time of the Final Exam is posted in the internet based NYU Course Catalog which can be accessed through

the NYU Home Page. As of 9/9 the final exam date is 5/6 at 10:00 am. Location will be announced at a later
date.

Is This Course Way Too Easy for You?
OK, prove it! If through independent study you can, by the middle of the term, pass the equivalent of a final exam
on all the material through Chapter 4: Probability of the Quantitative Reasoning text, with a B grade or better, you
are done for the term and that exam grade will be your course grade.

If you pass the early exit exam you are welcome to continue attending the course, but you may not sit for any
more quizzes or exams.
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Materials for this Course

1. Texts:

Quantitative Reasoning: Understanding the Mathematical Patterns in Nature, 3rd Edition (Fall 2006),
by Frederick P. Greenleaf

published by McGraw-Hill in paperback edition. Earlier editions cannot be used: there have been major changes in
the text and the exercise sets. All Problem Sets and course assignments will be keyed to the new edition.

2. Scientific Calculator: A scientific calculator has keys for finding exponentials, logarithms, trigonometric
functions, any power of any number, and can handle numbers written in “scientific notation,” such as:

4.735× 10−13

It also includes a random number generator, and several addressable memory slots.

You may not use any device which is programmable, has graphing capabilities, has access to the internet,
or is a cell phone.

If you do not already have a scientific calculator, you are urged to buy one of the inexpensive models manufactured
by sharp because calculator instructions in the text are keyed to the sharp models. All low-end sharp calculators,
available in most college bookstores, are suitable and inexpensive (price $15 – $25). Regardless of the model of
calculator you have, you are encouraged to read the manual that comes with it and translate the instructions in
the class notes into instructions that work on your machine. Moreover, do not expect that your instructor or TA is
familiar with the model of calculator that you own.
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Quantitative Reasoning: Math Patterns in Nature

Complete Problem Sets

You should start work on Problem Set #1 immediately; there will be a Quiz on it in roughly two weeks. Answers,
but not complete solutions, are included for all B-List problems. Complete worked solutions for all A-List problems
will be provided in hardcopy form roughly every week.
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 1

Remarks: This set stresses practice with your calculator (Appendix A exercises). As explained in the first-lecture
handouts you will receive, you must be able to do the A-list problems in order to do the exams in this course. Solution
sheets for the A-list problems accompany the questions, so you can get immediate feedback if you have trouble. If
you still have difficulty, please consult your TA or me. Homework problems are not to be handed in; you know if
you were able to get them right. If you need additional practice you should try some problems from the B-list.

First In-Class Quiz: Physical Units

The material on Physical Units (first half of Section 1.3 of Quantitative Reasoning ) will not be covered officially
in lecture since it reviews material you should already be familiar with. However, you will be dealing with physical
units throughout this course and the next two courses on Natural Science, so you have to know how to handle them.
Section 1.3 provides a simple and self-contained review. If you have ever had trouble dealing with units you should
immediately begin to read this section on your own. A block of problems from Section 1.3 is included in the following
Problem Set so you can get started on this review.

There will be an in-class quiz on units during the third week of lectures. This will count toward your
exam grade. You should begin preparing for that quiz now. If you can do the sample problems below
and the A-List problems on units from Section 1.3, you should kill that quiz.

This brief quiz will be closed book. You will be given any necessary information about conversion of units, and will
be allowed to use your calculators; you must, however, show your work to get credit. Quiz questions will be selected
from (or very similar to) the set of review questions given on the next page of this handout, which should serve as a
guide for your review of this topic; you must be able to do these sample problems to pass the quiz. Please see me or
your TA during office hours if you have persistent trouble with this material.

A-List Problems:

Appendix A: 6, 8(b) 9, 11, 14, 17(b), 19, 21, 22, 28, 34, 37, 44, 47, 52, 54, 55, 57.

Section 1.2: 1, 3(a,c,h), 5, 7, 10, 13, 21, 26

Section 1.3: 8, 10, 13, 19, 22, 24, 30, 34, 38, 41, 48

B-List Problems:

Appendix A: 1, 3, 8(a), 10, 12, 15, 17(a,c), 20, 26, 31, 32, 40, 46, 50, 59.

Section 1.2: 2(a,b,f), 6, 11, 15, 19, 23, 25, 28

Section 1.3: 2, 3, 15, 17, 23, 25, 29, 36, 39 – 40, 50 – 53

Answers to B-list Exercises:

Appendix A: 1. 4.3707... ; 3. 17.3 ; 8 (a) 20.615... ; 10. 7.8001... ; 12. 0.96428... ; 15. 3.19217...;
17 (a) 2.50662... , (c) 1.64493... ; 20. 44.3811... ; 26. Call “random” twice in succession. Any pair
xxx xxx can be interpreted as a number between 1 and 1,000,000 . There is one exceptional outcome,
namely: 000 000 , which should be interpreted as “1,000,000”. 31. r2 ; 32. r−

3
2 ; 40. (a) 2513.02...,

(b) 895.3359; 46. 2.0483... ; 50. 0.0304... ; 59. x = 1492.96..., x = 7.0329... .

Section 1.2: 2. (a) 4.271×10−8, (b) 5.397×1012, (f) 4.168×10−2; 6. 1.0308×1010; 11. 3.8884...×105;
15. 0.03989... ; 19. 7.9136× 10−21; 23. 2.1895...× 107; 25. (a) 1× 10−4 [cm], (b) 1× 10−3 [mm], (c)
23.5 microns; 28. 2.9885...× 10−11 grams.

Section 1.3: 2. 0.9461 [liters]; 3. 0.4535; 15. 0.26425 gallons, 3.7843 liters; 17. (a) 845 kilometers,
(b) 2.64000× 106 feet; 23. 2.2046 pounds; 25. 1.0913 euros per liter; 29. (a), 45,000 square feet, (b)
4180.2 square meters; 36. 1 [AU] = 8.315 [light-min], 1 [light-min] = 0.12025 [AU]; 39. (a) 390.74×106

miles, (b) 576.70× 106 miles; 40. Distance is 4300× 106 [km] = 2.6725× 106 [mi] since 1 [mi] = 1.609
[km]. One-way trip is 239.06 [min] = 3.984 [hr]. The two trips required for confirmation take a total of
7.97 [hrs]; 50. 2.5973× 1011 [mi3]; 51. 1.0819× 1027 [cm3]; 52. 5.950× 1027 [grams]; 53. 6.560× 1021

tons.
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Sample Questions on Physical Units

The quiz on units will consist of a single question quite similar to one of the following review problems involving
physical units. The quiz will be closed book, and you will not get credit unless you can show work explaining your
answer. You must bring your calculator. You will be provided with copies of Appendix B (Information about Units),
so you don’t have to memorize any of that information.

You are encouraged to discuss the sample problems below with your peers, but TAs are not permitted to discuss
the solutions of these problems in recitation prior to the quiz. The TAs may however discuss any A-List and B-List
problems that might be related to the Sample Questions. Below, we provide the correct answers (but not worked
solutions) to the sample problems. If you can do the A-List problems on units you should be able to do these review
problems.

Sample Problem Answers: 1. 1-way travel time = 3.9856 hours; 2 one-way trips = 7.97 hours. 2. r = 2 [in] =
5.08 [cm], volume V = 549.135 [cm3]. (a) m = 27.23 [lb]. (b) You could do it. 3. Volume is V = 2.16 [ft3]; 4. (a)
16.722×106 [cm2], (b) 2.294×106

[
Joules

sec

]
, (c) 43.58 football fields (rounds up to 44 whole fields). 5. (a) 24,869 mile

circumference at equator, (b) 0.13347 seconds, (c) 7.492 circuits of the equator in 1 second. �

The Sample Problems

1. Captain Luc Goddard can’t remember if he turned off his kitchen stove when he left on his current
mission. Right now his ship, the Enterprise XXVII, is parked out near Neptune, about 4300 × 106

[km] from Earth. He has to send a radio message back to Earth, and receive a return confirmation
message from Earth, before he can procede with his mission to the far reaches of the galaxy. (That’s
two one-way trips for the radio waves carrying his messages.) Radio waves travel at the same speed as
light waves, velocity v = 186, 321

[
mi
sec

]
. How many hours will he have to cool his heels before he can

depart?

2. The metal osmium is the densest substance on Earth; its density is 22.48
[
grams
cm3

]
. A standard

softball is spherical and has diameter 4 [inches].

(a) How many pounds would a softball made of osmium weigh?

(b) Could you lift this object off of a table?

Note: By definition of density the mass, volume, and density of an object are related by the formula:
(mass) = (density) × (volume). The volume V of a sphere and its radius r are related by the geometric
formula V = 4

3πr3. The diameter is twice the radius.

3. The density of water is 1
[
gram
cm3

]
. The average density of the human body is almost exactly equal

to that of water. (Evidence: Immersed in water most people just barely float, with their bodies almost
completely submerged.) What is the volume in cubic feet of the body of a person who weighs 135 [lbs]?
Note: By definition of density the mass, volume, and density of an object are related by the formula:
(mass) = (density) × (volume).

4. A football field measures 20 [yards] × 100 [yards]. At high noon, on a very clear day, each square
centimeter of the field absorbs solar energy at the rate of 0.1372

[
Joules

sec

]
. A typical major power plant

produces electrical energy at a rate of 100× 106
[
Joules

sec

]
.

(a) What is the area of the football field in square centimeters?

(b) How many Joules per second of solar energy are absorbed by one football
field (at high noon)?

(c) How many football fields would you need (at high noon) to absorb solar
energy at the same rate that the power plant generates electrical energy?

Note: This question is basic in assessing the feasibility of solar energy as a replacement for conventional
power sources, since it gives a rough estimate of how much land area you would have to cover with
solar cells to match the output of a conventional power plant. To do this problem you don’t have to
know what a “Joule” is, but it is worth noting that 1 [watt] = 1

[
Joule
sec

]
; you’ve heard about “watts” if

you have ever read an electric power bill.

5. The radius of the Earth is r = 3958 [mi]. The speed of light is 2.9979× 105
[
km
sec

]
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(a) What is the circumference of the Earth (length of its equator) in miles?

(b) If a light wave in a fiber optic cable travels once around the Earth’s equator,
how many seconds does it take for the light wave to cover this distance?

(c) How many times would the light wave go around the Earth’s equator in one
second?

Note: The circumference C and radius r of a circle are related by the geometric formula C = 2πr.
Part (c) of this question gives you some concrete idea of what the “speed of light” really means.
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 2

Remarks: As explained in the notes you were given describing this course, you must be able to do the A-list
problems in order to do the exams in this course. Solution sheets for the A-list problems accompany the questions,
so you can get immediate feedback if you have trouble. If you still have difficulty, please consult your TA or me.
Homework problems are not to be handed in; you know if you were able to get them right. If you need additional
practice you should try some problems from the B-list.

A-List Problems:

Section 1.2: 36, 37, 41, 44, 48, 52, 53, 55, 62
Section 1.4: 2 – 5, 6 – 7, 15 – 17, 18, 19, 21, 28 – 31

B-List Problems:

Sec. 1.2: 35, 38, 40, 49, 57, 61, 63(a)
Section 1.4: 1, 11, 12, 13 – 14, 20

Answers to B-List Exercises:

Section 1.2: 35. 2000 gigabucks, or 2 million megabucks; 38. (a) 1 mm = 1 × 106 nanometers; 1
micron = 1000 nanometers, 0.1 micron = 100 nanometers, 0.01 micron = 10 nanometers; (b) 1 × 104

microns in a centimeter; 40. There are 60 cycles in a second, so each cycle takes 1
60 = 0.01666 [sec].

Since 1 millisecond = 0.001 [sec], one cycle takes 16.66... milliseconds. 49. 106.8 [ft], about 1
5 th of a

city block from the sun; 57. Dec 26 at 12:55 am; 61. Dec 27 at 2:57 pm; 63(a). Dec 30 at 11:02 am

Section 1.4: 1. (a) 1016, (b) Maybe 2 or 3 times the U.S. population of 275 million, so I’d guess the
maximum is about 825 million cards, (c) taking 825 million for the number of currently valid cards, the
fraction would be 8.25×10−8 – about 1 card in a billion is actually valid, (d) the valid numbers are spread
pretty thin among the possibilities . Not very likely you’ll pick a valid one at random; 11. Volume of
each shot = 4.1888× 10−3[cm3], volume of container = 4061 [cm3]. The number of shot pellets needed
to match volume of the container is 969,666. (b) This ignores air space between pellets, so a better
rough guess might be ≈ 750, 000. Note: If you gift-wrapped the shot 507,713 packages would have the
same volume as the container, so your guess must be at least this high but this clearly allows too much
air space. For a more precise answer use the optimal FCC packing density 0.7405 discussed in “Sphere
Packing Revisited”. Max. volume that can be occupied by pellets is 0.7405× Vcontainer = 3007.7 [cm3],
and hence #(pellets) = 710,067. That should be a very close guess; 12. Answer depends on results of
your own investigation. (a) Measure the thickness of the book, note the page count and divide page
count by 2 (since every sheet has 2 printed sides); divide the book thickness by the “sheet count” to get
the thickness of one sheet. (b) Weigh the book, divide by number of sheets ( 1

2 the page count), then
divide by the measured area of a single page sheet; this gives the weight per square inch of paper. 13.
(a) 2.322 × 108 [cm2], (b) 31.86 × 106

[
Joules

sec

]
, (c) about 3.14 city blocks covered with 100% efficient

solar cells; 14. In #13 we showed that 3.14 city blocks are required to produce 100 megawatts, if the
solar cells are 100% efficient. If cells only have 17% efficiency, the number N of blocks needed will
satisfy 0.17 × N = 3.14, so that N = 18.47 city blocks would be required. 20. Vmarble = 4

3πr3 with
r = 0.5 [in], so Vmarble = 0.5236 [in3]; volume of a million of them is V = 0.5236 × 106 [in3]. Volume
of a package is 1 [in3]; volume of a million packaged marbles is 1 × 106 [in3]. Volume of the packaged
marbles exceeds Vcloset = 0.5443× 106 [in3], but volume of the bare marbles is less than Vcloset. No firm
decision about packing is possible without closer investigation. (See “Sphere Packing Revisited” for a
resolution of this problem using the concept of “packing fraction”. Even with optimal packing the 1 [in]
diameter marbles cannot be made to fit in the closet.)
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 3

A-list Problems:

Section 1.4: 23 - 25, 32 - 34, 35, 45

Section 2.1: 4, 7, 13, 14, 16, 17 - 18, 20, 25 - 26, 28, 36, 39 - 41, 56

Section 2.2: 2, 6, 8-9, 12

B-list Problems:

Section 1.4: 22, 26, 36, 38, 39, 48 – 49

Section 2.1: 1, 2, 5, 11, 21, 24, 27, 43, 45, 57

Section 2.2: 1, 3, 7, 11

Answers to B-list problems:

Section 1.4: 22. Fraction of container occupied by spheres Vmarbles/Vcontainer is 0.6589 (about 65.9%);
26. Neither. The warehouse is a scaled-up version of the box of sand and scaling does not affect the
fraction of container occupied by spheres (or by air); 36. The table entries (Figure 1.22) based on the
given data are:

Trial #(tagged, Predicted Number
Number sample) N in lake Deviations % Deviations

#1 9 1111 −51 −4.4%
#2 7 1428 266 22.9%
#3 11 909 −253 −21.8%
#4 8 1250 88 7.6%
#5 9 1111 −51 −4.4%

The average of the five predictions is N = 1162; the number of estimates deviating from this by more
than 10% is = 2 out of 5; the number deviating by more than 25% is zero. 38. (a) Sampling principle
predicts number N of fish in lake to be N ≈ (100)2

n where n is the number of tagged fish in the end-of-
week sample. If n = 0 you have a problem since division by zero is illegal (although it may sometimes
be interpreted as = ∞). (b) The lake is known to contain at least 100 fish (the ones tagged at the
beginning of the week); if the end-of-week sample was unbiased, a result of n = 0 strongly suggests
that the number N of fish in the lake is enormous. (c) For example, if N = 1, 000, 000, then only 1
fish in 10,000 is tagged and you would not be likely to see even one tagged fish in a sample as small as
100 fish. 39. Results will depend on your simulations. See Exercise 36 for a model of the calculations
involved. 48. To type in 12 digits (12 keystrokes), at 8 bits per keystroke, requires 144 bits of memory.
49. Forty binary digits are required; at 1 bit per binary digit, that consumes 40 bits of memory. (Far
less than the 144 bits required by keyboard entry of the same number.)

Section 2.1: 1. A0 = 4, a = 3; 2. A0 = 5, a = 4; 5. Next terms are 1
6 , 1

7 . Not a geometric
progression since An+1/An is not constant; 11. The ratio An/An+1 of successive terms is constant; 21.
515 = 30.5175 × 109, postage cost is $11.90 billion. This much mail would swamp the postal service;
24. Free growth law is only valid as long as unlimited nutrients (= resources) and room for growth
can be provided; 27. (a) 5.2359× 10−19 [meter3]; 43. (a,b) No, the resale value is not 5× 10% = 50%
of initial value; it is (0.90)5A0 = 0.5905A0, or about 59% of initial value A0. (c) $38,382; 45. Value
falls to 1

2 between years 13 and 14 since (0.95)13 = 0.5133 and (0.95)14 = 0.4877. (b) Between 31
and 32 years; 57. (a) 20,132 atoms of 238U back then, (b) 6301 atoms of 235U back then, (c) a
total of 26,433 uranium atoms (both isotopes combined) back then, (d) primordial abundance of 235U
= 6301

26,433 = 0.2384 (23.84%), much higher than the present-day abundance of 0.72%.

Section 2.2: 1. (a) 1.19668..., (b) 1.12748..., (c) 0.83638..., (d) 6.5332..., (e) 2.1787..., (f) 9415.64...,

14



(g) 0.15306... ; 3. $37,453.18; time held is 30 years; 7. (a) $7835.24, (b) $7755.40 Warning: Read
carefully; the formula used here is not one of the standard interest formulas. See Answers, p.587 of
text, for further details; 11. (a) $597.81, (b) $714.75, (c) $854.57
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 4

A-list Problems:

Section 2.3: 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 15, 19, 25, 29, 34, 35, 43, 45, 49, 50, 54, 56(a,c), 58

Section 2.4: 9, 12 (divide both sides by 50 first), 13, 15, 23, 24, 27, 32, 38, 39, 40

B-list Problems:

Section 2.3: 2, 6, 8, 12, 16, 17, 20, 26, 30, 36, 44, 51, 53, 60

Section 2.4: 1(c), 6, 7, 10, 16, 20, 22, 28, 33, 36

Answers to B-list problems:

Section 2.3: 2. $4667.32; this is the PV of $10,000 ; 6. Taking “now” = October 1, 1997, there are
92 days left out of 365 in 1997, or 0.25205 year; then there are 12 years until the end of 2009; that’s
12.25205 years in all. PV = $605.12; 8. $958.87 (remember: 6 months = 0.5 years); 12. If each of the
three payments is $A, the total PV of the 3 payments is

PV = A(...)5 + A(...)6 + A(...)7, where (...) = (e−0.065) = 0.93706...

This PV should equal $50,000 so A = $24, 581.72 ; 16. 2044 ; 17. 2.99909... ; 20. 13.7496... ; 26. One
year discount factor is (· · · ) = e−0.0565 = 0.945066. Keeping in mind the $5000 we get for redeeming
the bond at the end of 10 years, the total PV of the coupons and redemption amounts to

330(· · · ) + 330(· · · )2 + . . . + 330(· · · )10 + 5000(· · · )10

= 330(· · · )
[
1− (· · · )10

1− (· · · )

]
+ 5000(· · · )10

or $5292.33; 30. $25,165,647 ; 36. (a) One year growth factor is (· · · ) = e0.058 = 1.059715. Plan A
received $10,000, Plan B received $25,000, (b)+(c) Values at withdrawal: Plan A = $59,476.06 still
exceeds Plan B = $57,907.92, but not by much. But remember, much more cash was pumped into Plan
B, so the effect of an early start is still dramatic; 44. A = $15, 236.18 per year ($1269.68 per month);
51. $5000 in 1990 was equivalent to: $516.44 in 1938; $934.34 in 1950; $3223.41 in 1980; $6502.24 in
Year 2000. 53. There were no Toyotas in 1964 (first U.S. models ≈ 1975). Had they existed, their
estimated cost would have been about $16, 500 × (CPI(1964/CPI(2000)) = $2962.92 ; 60. Conversion
accomplished via formula

(1990 dollars) = (1980 dollars)× (CPI(1990)/CPI(1980)) = 1.5512× (1980 dollars)

Section 2.4: 1(c). 1.7047... ; 6. 54.7550... ; 7. −13.8155... ; 10. 9.9657... ; 16. r = 0.08664..., or
8.664% ; 20. A0 = 100, T = 6.4858... hours ; 22. A0 = 10 million, T = 17.68... years ; 28. t = 98.91...
days; 33. 1411.8 ≈ 1412 years bp, 585 A.D. (if present means 1997); 36. (a) In any 3-hour period, the
amount of drug in your bloodstream declines to 1

2 its value at the beginning of that time period. (b)
Elapsed time is t = 12 hours = 4 half lives, so fraction remaining is 1

16 = 0.0625 (about 6% remains).
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 5

A-List Problems:

Section 2.5: 1, 2, 4, 6, 15, 18, 19

B-list Problems:

Section 2.5: 3, 5, 7 – 11, 13, 14, 16

Answers to B-list problems:

Section 2.5: 3. Rock #2 is older. The proportion of 40Ar starts from zero, and increases as the crystal
ages. 5. (a) The contaminated Rock 2 will have the higher proportion of 40Ar, since 40Ar from the
atmosphere has been added to the 40Ar generated within the crystal by radioactive decay. (b) It would
seem older than it really is. 7. Age 50 million years: (a) By the Decay Law 973,693 atoms of 40K
remain, (b) 1

10

th of the 40K atoms that decayed have become 40Ar: 2631 40Ar atoms created, (c) ratio
= 0.002702; 8. Age 10 million years: (a) 994,682 atoms of 40K remain, (b) 532 atoms of 40Ar created,
(c) ratio = 0.0005346; 9. Age 1 million years: (a) 999,467 atoms of 40K remain, (b) ≈ 53 atoms of
40Ar created, (c) ratio = 0.0000533. 10. Age 300,000 years: (a) 999,840 atoms of 40K remain, (b) ≈ 16
atoms of 40Ar created, (c) ratio = 0.0000160; 11. Age cannot be determined if the ratio (40Ar)now /
(40K)now is less than 0.00005 = 5 × 10−5. Reviewing Exercises 7 – 10 we see that age determinations
become problematical for ages shorter than about 1 million years bp. 13. (i) Early in its history the
Earth suffered massive bombardment by meteorites, (ii) Stable “protocontinents” only formed after
the Earth’s core melted (due to radioactive decay of minerals); slow currents within the body of the
Earth continually create new surface, and destroy old surface materials (“plate tectonics”). Because
the Earth is so geologically active, there are few surface features surviving from the time it was formed.
In contrast, the moon has been geologically inactive for a very long time. 14. Primitive meteorites
occasionally land on Earth that seem to be remnants of the debris and dust cloud from which the sun,
Earth, and planets condensed. These primordial meteorites all have almost the same age, about 4.61
billion years (as determined by radioisotope dating). Studies of the moon, which must have formed
at about the same time as the Earth, show that its oldest rocks have the same age as the primordial
meteorties. 16. Age of ash is 1.069× 106 years.
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 6

A-List Problems:

Section 4.1: 1, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13 - 17, 28, 30, 33, 34, 39 - 41, 42, 44, 48, 53 - 55, 59, 61, 63, 67, 68, 72 -
78, 80, 83, 84, 85.

B-List Problems:

Section 4.1: 2 - 4, 8, 12, 18 - 20, 23, 29, 35, 38, 45 - 47, 49, 51, 60, 62, 64 - 66, 69, 79, 81, 82, 86, 87,
89.

Answers to B-List problems:

Section 4.1: 2. About 31 times; 3. It would require about 1/Pr(#H = 5) = 32 trials to see the
first outcome of this type. 4. All probabilities are the same: Pr = ( 1

2 )5 = 1
32 ; 8. #(outcomes) =

(52)(51), #(success) = (4)(3), so Pr(both aces) = (4)(3)/(52)(51) = 0.004525; 12. (a) At least 505
games, (b) yes, roughly once, (c) about 72 games (each involving 7 players); 18. There are 6 + 5
+ ... + 2 + 1 = 21 distinct unordered outcomes. They are: {1,1}, {1,2}, ... , {1,6}; {2,2}, {2,3},
... , {2,6}; {3,3}, {3,4}, ... , {3,6}; {4,4}, {4,5}, {4,6}; {5,5}, {5,6}; {6,6}. 19. #(outcomes) = 21,
#(success) = 4. Counting this way, Pr(success) = 4

21 = 0.19047...; 20. In “A Game” we got a different
result: Pr(success) = 8

36 = 0.2222... ; 23. (a) Only outcomes are rr, rb, br, bb (4 ordered lists),
(b) Now there are 5 × 4 = 20 different outcomes; 29. Order-of-draw is irrelevant. Unordered list of
length 7 selected without replacement from a pool of 58 distinct candidates; 35. Could be ordered or
unordered list; length k = 10; selected without replacement from a pool of 22 million residents. The
result is a list of NY residents; assignment of blood type is ancillary to drawing the list; 38. 9 digits,
10 possibilities in each spot, 109 = 1 billion possibilities. (Ordered list, length k = 9, selected with
replacement from the set of integers {0,1,2,...,9}.) We have not run out of numbers yet, even taking
into account that numbers are not reassigned when someone dies ; 45. (a) 412 = 16.777... million; (b)
Makes no sense; you run out of letters in the fifth spot; 46. There are 44 000 000 possible sequences of
this length. That’s big – the number has about 4 million digits; 47. (a) ordered list, length 7, entries
selected with replacement from a pool of 26 distinct letters, (b) #(lists) = 267 = 8.0318 billion; (c)
(26) · (25) · ... · (20) = 3.3153 billion; (d) (26)(25)···(20)

267 = 0.41277... You can use the “nPr” keystrokes
to get (c)&(d): 26 2ndF nCr 7 = gives 3.3153 × 109; 49. You can only form one unordered list
selecting without replacement, the list containing the letters {L, E, X}; 51. (a) 33 = 27 words, (b) In
alphabetical order: EEE, EEL, EEX, ... , XXE, XXL, XXX ; (c) We have a formula for unordered
lists selected with replacement from a suppply of distinct objects. Here list length is k = 3, number of
objects is n = 3, and the formula on p. 434 gives: #(lists) =

(
5
2

)
= 10. It is interesting to write out

the 27 lists and group them: all words without repeats (the 3! = 6 arrangements of the letters L,E,X)
collapse into one unordered list. Then there are unordered lists like {L, L, L}, {E, E, E}, {X, X, X},
which each correspond to a single ordered list. Finally there are unordered lists like {E, E, L}, {E, E,
X}, ... , {X, X, E}, {X, X, L}; there are 6 of these unordered lists, each resulting from the collapse of
3 ordered lists. For example, the unordered list {E, E, L} corresponds to the following ordered lists:

EEL ELE LEE

This accounts for all 27 ordered lists. 60. 62 = 36; 62. 1; 64. 3; 65. none – impossible outcome; 66.
1; 69. 11 (they have the form 61, ... , 65, 66, 56, ... , 16); 79. (a) (52)(51) · · · (48) = 311,875,200;
could use “nPr” keystrokes: 52 2ndF nCr 5 = (b) Answer is(

5
3

)
· (4)(3)(2) · (48)(47) +

(
5
4

)
· (4)(3)(2)(1) · (48) = 547, 200

(c) Same result for “aces”, “sevens”, or any face value; (d) Answer is 13 × (answer in b) = 7, 113, 600;
81. Pick the face value to be duplicated (13 ways); pick two spots that will receive this face value ((
5
3

)
ways); fill in these spots (4 · 3 ways); the rest of the spots must be filled to avoid duplications - 48
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choices for the first spot, but this uses a new face value so there are only 44 choices in the second spot,
and similarly there are only 40 choice for the third spot. The final answer is:

#(outcomes) = (13) ·
(
5
2

)
· (4)(3) · (48)(44)(40) = 131, 788, 800

82. Outcomes are unordered pairs, selected without replacement from the ID numbers for the nails
{1,2,3, · · · ,21}. That’s the “21 choose 2” problem:

(
21
2

)
= 210 lines. 86. By trial and error, smallest

n such that 2n ≥ 10, 000 is n = 14; 87. (1003 ) = 100!/3!97! = (100)(99)(98)/(3)(2)(1) = 161, 700; 89.
(a) (206 ) or (2014), (b) (20r ).
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 7

A-List Problems:

Section 4.2: 6, 9 - 11, 14, 15, 20, 21 - 24, 26, 30, 31, 34, 37, 38, 40, 43, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54, 57, 63, 73,
77

B-List Problems:

Section 4.2: 2, 3, 7, 13, 16, 17, 19, 27, 33, 36, 41, 46, 55, 58, 59, 61, 62, 72, 74, 75, 76

Answers to B-List Problems:

Section 4.2: 2. Pr(fail) = 1 − 0.375 = 0.625 ; 3. Use Frequency Interpretation: (a) #(successes
observed) ≈ (2000)(0.004629) = 9.26, (b) Solving for N in 1 ≈ N · (0.004269) we get N ≈ 216 games
to see first success; 7. (a) Ordered lists, length k = 4, selected with replacement from {H,T}, (b)
#(outcomes) = 24 = 16, equally likely, (c) your chart, (d) #H = #T is same as saying #H = 2,
so Pr(#H = #T) = Pr(#H = 2) = 0.3750 ; 13. By Frequency Interpretation: Number N of trials
to see 1 win satisfies 1 ≈ N · Pr(26 red), so N ≈ 1/(3.6535 × 10−9) = 273.7 million. At 5 minutes
per game that’s about 104 years (365.25 days per year); 16. Regarding outcomes as unordered lists,
#(outcomes) =

(
25
5

)
= 53, 130. Then Pr(#M = 3) =

(
15
3

) (
10
2

)
/

(
25
5

)
= 0.38538. Similarly, Pr(#M

= 4) = 0.25692, Pr(#M = 5) = 0.05625, and hence Pr(#M ≥ 3) = 0.69881 by the Addition Law;
17. Outcome is an ordered list of length 3, selecting with replacement from the pool of 6 face values,
#(outcomes) = 63 = 216. Use Divide & Conquer: define “group” by pattern of spots that get a “4”
(select 1 spot out of 3. The other 2 spots get one of the five “non-4” values). Thus #(groups) =

(
3
1

)
= 3

and #(items per group) = (1) · (5)2 = 25. Thus #(success) = 75 and Pr(success) = 75/216 = 0.3472 ;
19. Regarding an outcome as an ordered list of birthdays, one for each guest, as in Example 4.22, there
are 365 ways to choose a common birthday, then

(
25
2

)
ways to choose 2 of the 25 guests who will be

assigned this birthday. The other 23 guests are assigned birthdays selected without replacement from
the 364 remaining birthdays. (Selection without replacement prevents any previously chosen birthday
from being duplicated.) There are (364)(363) · · · (350) ways to fill these 23 slots in the guest roster.
Thus, Pr(exactly 2 guests with same birthday) is

365 · (252 ) · (364)(363)...(342) · (1)(1)
36525

= 0.3794

27. Since Pr($5 win) = 0.08429 (Exercise 26), the average number of plays needed to see such a success
is about 1/Pr($5 win) = 1/0.08429 ≈ 12 games. 33. Easiest to use unordered lists selected without
replacement (Method 3). (a) Pr(spade flush) =

(
13
5

)
/

(
52
5

)
= 0.0004952 because there are 13 spade

cards, (b) Pr(flush) = 4×Pr(spade flush) = 0.001981, since there are 4 possible suits for the flush; 36.
Regarding outcomes as unordered lists selected without replacement from a pool of 50 ID numbers,
Pr(2 black) =

(
40
2

)
/

(
50
2

)
= 0.63673...; 41. Since we select with replacement the only valid counting

protocol is Method 1: ordered lists selected with replacement from a pool of 50 ID numbers. Pr(1
red, 1 black) = Pr( r b ) + Pr( b r ) = (10)(40)/502 + (40)(10)/502 = 0.3200; 46. Method 1 is
the only valid counting protocol when list entries are selected with replacement; (outcome) = ordered
list of length 10, selecting entries with replacement from the pool of 100 ID numbers; #(outcomes)
= 10010 = 1020. (a) Pr(#R = 0) = (90)(89) · · · (81)/10010 = 0.20759..., (b) It’s like the “1 Ace
problem”: Pr(#R = 1) =

(
10
1

)
· (10) · (90)(89) . . . (82) / 10010 = 0.25628..., (c) This is like the “2 Aces

Problem”: Pr(#R = 2) =
(
10
2

)
· (10)(9) · (90)(89) . . . (83) / 10010 = 0.12657..., (d) By the Addition Law:

Pr(#R ≥ 2) = 1−Pr(#R = 0)+Pr(#R = 1) = 0.53613; 55. A = $3.50; 58. E(X) = 0; 59. E(X) = 1;
61. See Figure 4.9: E(X) = 2·( 1

36 )+3·( 2
36 )+4·( 3

36 )+. . .+11·( 2
36 )+12·( 1

36 ) = 7.0000; 62. See Figure 4.9:
E(X) = 1 ·( 1

36 )+2 ·( 3
36 )+3 ·( 5

36 )+ . . .+6 ·( 11
36 ) = 4.4722; 72. Unless you have an infinite bank account,

sooner or later you will run out of money before you reach that winning round (“gambler’s ruin”). 74.
(a) Setting Y = −1, 3, 4, 7 we see that Z = 1

3 (Y − 1) can only assume the values − 2
3 , 2

3 , 1, 2 (there are
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four different Z values), (b) Since Z = − 2
3 when Y = −1, Pr(Z = − 2

3 ) = Pr(Y = −1) = 3
5 ; similarly,

Pr(Z = 2
3 ) = 1

10 , Pr(Z = 1) = 1
5 , Pr(Z = 2) = 1

10 . (c) E(Z) = − 2
3 ( 3

5 ) + 2
3 ( 1

10 ) + 1(1
5 ) + 2( 1

10 ) = 1
15 .

75. (a) 0.02739, (b) Pr(#F = 0) = Pr(#M = 5) = 0.03553, (c) 0.32019; 76. Probabilities here and
in Exercise 75 differ, but only slightly. (It is not very likely you will pull the same person twice when
you pick 5 at random, with replacement, out of 1 million birth records.) Actual probabilities by this
method: Pr(#F = 5) = 0.027392, Pr(#F = 0) = 0.035528, Pr(#F = 2) = 0.320189 .
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 8

A-List Problems

Section 4.3: 3, 4, 9 - 13, 14 - 15, 26, 31, 34, 35, 37, 39, 44, 45, 47, 50, 53, 55, 58

B-List Problems:

Section 4.3: 1, 2, 6, 7, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28, 33, 38, 42, 43, 47 (redo #42), 49, 54, 57, 60.

Answers to B-List Problems:

Section 4.3: 1. Independent; 2. Independent; 6. Independent; 7. Not independent; 16. Row entries
cover all possibilities and are mutually exclusive. Since Pr(some outcome) = 1 we get 1 = Pr(Row
1 outcome) + Pr(Row 2 outcome); 17. (0.853)(0.898)(0.905)(0.864) = 0.5989; 19. Not likely to be
independent: those who do well in Calc I tend also to do well in Chem I and Bio I; 20. Assumed
the traits are independent and multiplied the probabilities for occurrence of each trait in the general
population; 21. Some of the possibilities in the prosecutor’s list are probably linked to each other, and
hence are not independent. Without assured independence, you cannot use the Multiplication Law.
27. Pr(A−) = Pr(A) · Pr(Rh−) = (0.295)(0.081) = 0.02389; 28. Pr(AB+) = Pr(AB) · Pr(Rh+) =
(0.035)(0.919) = 0.03217; 33. Pr(M+,F−) = Pr(M+) ·Pr(F−) = Pr(Rh+)Pr(Rh−) [since Pr(Rh...) is
same for M/F] = (0.919)(0.081) = 0.07444; 38. Child could have any of the three CF gene types; 42.
If both parents are B&G child can only be G&G if it inherits a G type gene from each parent. Therefore
(see Table, p.516) Pr(G&G child) = Pr(G |B&G father)·Pr(G |B&G mother) = Pr(G |B&G parent)2 =
( 1
2 )2 = 1

4 ; 47 (Redo #42). A G&G child of AH father, B&G mother must inherit type G from each
parent so Pr(G&G child) = Pr(G |AH parent) · Pr(G |B&G parent) = (0.98268)( 1

2 ) = 0.419134; 49.
Both parents are B&G so Pr(Y; 1 try) = Pr(B&B child) = Pr(B |B&G parent)2 = ( 1

2 )2 = 1
4 . Then

Pr(N; 1 try) = 1− Pr(#Y; 1 try) = 3
4 ; 54. Since both parents are B&G,

Pr(#Y = k) = (5k)( 1
2 )k( 1

2 )5−k = (5k)( 1
2 )5

so Pr(#Y = 4) = 5
32 = 0.15625. Then

Pr(#Y≥ 2) = 1− Pr(#Y ≤ 1)− 1− [Pr(#Y = 0) + Pr(#Y = 1)] = 0.8125;

57. (a) 0 or 1 (perhaps 2), (b) about 14, (c) 192,500 cases; 60. Pr(D; 1 try) = 0.03 and sample
size N = 200; then Pr(#D≥ 8) = 1 − [Pr(#D = 0) + . . . + Pr(#D = 7) where Pr(#D= k) =
(200k )(0.03)k(0.97)200−k for 0 ≤ k ≤ 200. Thus Pr(#D≤ 7) = 0.746193 and Pr(#D≥ 8) = 0.2538
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 9

This term we are essentially skipping Sections 3.1 and 3.2, though there will be a brief discussion of “scaling” in
lecture.

A-List Problems

Section 3.1 – 3.2: No assignments

Section 3.3: 1, 3, 5, 8, 9 – 10, 13, 15, 17

Section 3.4: 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 22, 24, 31, 33, 35

B-List Problems:

Section 3.1 – 3.2: No assignments

Section 3.3: 2, 4, 6, 7, 12, 14, 18, 19

Section 3.4: 3, 4(a,b,c), 9, 11, 12, 17, 18, 21, 23, 25 - 27

Answers to B-List Problems:

Section 3.3: 2. 5.004722... degree; 4. 2.777... × 10−7 degree; 6. 1◦ 8′ 9.46′′; 7. 8.34′′; 12. (a)
137.5◦ = 137◦ 30′, (b) 1650◦, (c) 99, 000◦; 14. θ2 = θ5 = θ7 = 27◦, θ1 = θ3 = θ4 = θ6 = 153◦; 18.
Circumference of Earth is C = 2πRE ≈ 24, 870 [mi]; 1◦ = 1

360

th of a circle, so 1◦ along a “great circle”
is ≈ 69.1 [mi]; 19. 288.98 miles.

Section 3.4: 3. (a),(b),(c) similar by AAA, (d) is not similar to any of the others; (a),(b) are congruent
by SAS; 4. (a) Given ASA data do determine a triangle, (b) No such triangle (sum of angles is not 180◦),
(c) These SSS data do determine a triangle; 9. sin θ = 20

25 , cos θ = 15
25 , tan θ = 20

15 ; 11. Use Pythagoras’
Theorem to get length c of the hypotenuse: c2 = a2 + b2 = 12 + 52 = 26, so c =

√
26 = 5.0990. Then

sin θ = 1/
√

26 = 0.1961, cos θ = 5/
√

26 = 0.9806, tan θ = 1/5 = 0.2000; 12. (a) θ = φ = 45◦, (b)
By Pythagoras’ Theorem, diagonal edge length d satisfies d2 = 12 + 12 = 2, so d =

√
2 = 1.4142, (c)

sin 45◦ = cos 45◦ = 1/
√

2, tan 45◦ = 1/1 = 1; 17. ∠A = 21◦ 46′ = 21.7667◦, ∠B = 68.2333◦, ∠C = 90◦

and BC = 4.8 (given), BC/AC = tan ∠A, so AC = BC/ tan∠A = 12.0211. Similarly, BC/AB =
sin∠A so AB = BC/ sin∠A = 12.9440; 18. Given AB = 4200 [ft] and θ = ∠B = 67.53◦ we have
BC/AB = sin θ, so BC = AB · sin∠B = 3881.1 [ft]; 21. ∠P = 28◦, ∠R = 62◦, QP = 86/ tan(28◦) =
161.7, RP = 86/ sin(28◦) = 183.2, QR = 86.0 (given); 23. Height = (38.58) · tan θ = 42.23 [ft]; 25.
h/AB = tan θ, so h = AB · tan θ = 47.667 · tan(42.9667◦) = 44.398 [ft]; 26. The angle in 4ABC is
∠A = φ/2 = 6.6325◦, so r = AC · tan(φ/2) = 7.2868 [ft]; 27. V = πr2h = 7406.1 [ft3], or 55,415 [gal].
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Quantitative Reasoning: Problem Set 10
A-List Problems

Section 3.5: 5, 6, 7, 9, 14, 16

Section 3.6: 1, 2, 11, 13, 18, 20, 23

Section 3.7: 1, 2, 6, 11, 12, 13, 21

B-List Problems:

Section 3.5: 1, 2, 11, 13, 15, 17

Section 3.6: 3, 14 - 16, 19, 21, 25, 27

Section 3.7: 5, 9, 10, 15 - 17, 22, 23

Answers to B-List Problems:

Section 3.5: 1. See Figure 3.71(b); 2. Decreases; 11. (See Figure 3.79) tan θ = 1.581 × 10−6,
θ = 0.3261 arc-seconds; 13. Use Figure 3.80 to get tan(θ/2) = 9.8755 × 10−5, so θ = 0.6790 arc-
minutes; 15. Galileo, in 1610 ad; 17. In micro arc-seconds, angular diameter of such a planet would
be ≈ 150 micro arc-seconds. Using a telescope with 1 micro arc-second resolution you would see a disc
and many of the larger features.

Section 3.6: 3. Parallax is the apparent angular diameter of the baseline, as seen from the distant
object; 14. No; 15. No, as long as both are far away; 16. No. A dim star very close by can
look the same as a bright star very far away; 19. (a) sin( θ

2 ) = Rmoon/(Rmoon + AP ), (b) Rmoon =
[AP · sin( θ

2 )]/[1 − sin( θ
2 )] = 1080 miles; 21. (a) angular diameter of the moon would decrease, (b)

since angular diameter of the sun is unchanged, the disc of the moon would no longer cover the sun
during eclipse and eclipses would be far less spectacular than they are now; 25. The moon has craters;
Jupiter has its own planetary system (moons of Jupiter); the sun has dark spots; 27. Image distortions
caused by motion of the Earth’s atmosphere limit resolution of Earth-based telescopes to ≈ 0.1 - 0.2
arc-seconds. However, larger mirrors gather more light and can record images of fainter objects, which
is important even if angular resolution is limited by atmospheric distortions. Larger mirrors gather
more light and can record

Section 3.7: 5. (a) Apparent luminosity, (b) Since Rigel is much farther than α-Centauri it must
have much higher absolute luminosity; 9. Nearest neighbor is the Andromeda galaxy, 2 million light
years away. It is a flat disc of stars, gas, and dust about 100,000 LY in diameter (very much like
the Milky Way galaxy we live in). See Figure 3.74. Andromeda was recognized by the early Greek
astronomers as a faint fuzzy luminous patch in the night sky that moved with the stars; 10. Our
Milky Way is a flat disc of gas, stars, and dust. The luminous portion of the disc is about 100,000
LY in diameter. We live about 2/3 of the way from the center, about which the whole galaxy rotates.
Note: It has recently been discovered that there is much more matter in our galaxy than we can
see. There is an enormous spherical halo of “dark matter” surrounding the luminous disc, whose
diameter is perhaps 500,000 LY. 15. T ≈ 9 days; 16. Absolute luminosity of Polaris is about 700
- 800 L�; 17. ≈ 760 LY; 22. (a) In centimeters, mirror radius is r = 100 [in] = 254 [cm] so the
area of the circular mirror is A = πr2 = 202, 683 [cm2], (b) all the energy collected by the mirror
is focused on the detector. Since the mirror area is A = 2.0268 × 105 [cm2], and the total energy it
receives from Canopus is 1.21× 10−6

[
Joules

sec

]
, the energy striking a single [cm2] of the mirror must be

(1.21× 10−6)/(2.0268× 105)
[

Joules
cm2sec

]
. This is Lapp of Canopus; 23. (a) 1.676× 1029 Joules per second,

(b) Labs = 435L�.
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